We address the problem of describing, recognizing, and learning generic, free-form objects in real-world scenes. 
Introduction
Recognizing three-dimensional objects under different viewing and lighting conditions is a traditional problem in computer vision. The difficulty of the problem depends upon many factors including: type of objects, number of classes, variability within an between classes, number of objects in a scene, type of background, occlusion, etc. We are interested in recognizing generic objects (e.g., car,face, chair, etc.) which may exhibit high intra-class variability.
Generally all recognition such approaches assume a noiseless, pre-segmented image in which all parts of an object are visible in each view, i.e. no self-occlusion, and that models of all objects have been given a priori. Even with these restrictions there has been only limited success for small datasets as for example in Bergevin and Levine's PARVO system[ 11 which uses volumetric geons to successfully discriminate among 23 objects. The subgraph isomor-1015-4651/96 $5.00 0 1996 IEEE Proceedings of ZCPR '96 phism problem forces them to compare only those models which contain the same geons as the view, preventing its use in cases of views with missing parts.
Classifying 3D Objects
A number of different recognition approaches have been devised which can be roughly divided into those using a 3-D model and those based on one or more 2-D views of each object, i.e., based on object appearance. Our approach is appearance-based and structural, i.e., typical views of an objects are described in terms of the configurations of their parts Structural representation and recognition approaches are attractive because they emphasize the shape, spatial arrangement, and topology of a pattern, ensuring a high tolerance against variations in lighting conditions, object deformation, articulation, and occluded, missing, or extraneous parts. This makes them well suited to describe objects in terms of characteristic views, because the visible parts and the structure of a view remain largely unchanged over large regions of the view sphere.
Structural recognition methods are based on the availability of primitive structural elements e.g., straight line segments, corners, blobs, arcs, and other parametric strokes, and the assumption that these elements can be extracted from the image data with sufficient reliability. When images are noisy and cluttered, the extraction of suitable primitives may not be possible from local information alone. In practice, most current structure extraction schemes are fragile and no single method exists that can reliably deliver a good part decomposition, unless the scene domain is highly restricted.
We attempt to overcome the problem of fragile segmentation in three ways. ( 1 ) Instead of relying upon a single type of primitive, we combine multiple classes of primitives into a single, polymorphic representation and recognition scheme, introducing additional redundancy. (2) We do not require structural primitives to be precisely delineated but only their approximate spatial position and shape properties need to be known, such as the blob features proposed in [6] or specific local patterns [5] . In particular, parts may be overlapping and ambiguous. (3) Structural primitives do not need to correspond to parts that would be meaningful to a human observer, as long as they can be recovered reliably from an image.
Recently, new techniques from machine learning have been incorporated into object recognition methods, providing the ability to generalize from the training data for recognizing previously unseen views with increased accuracy. One class of these new methods uses the relative frequency of a class in a region as an evidence-based approach [4] to generalization while others use Eigenvalue decompositions [ 7 ] , or decision trees [ 2 ] , which also form the basis of our approach .
The CRG Method
Bischof and Caelli's[2] decision-tree based Conditional Rule Generation (CRG), improves upon PARVO in its dealing with missing parts. During training and classification it exhaustively generates neighboring part paths so that during classification if a part is missing, a path without it might still be found in the classification tree. They also address the problem of automatic model acquisition by encoding the models into the rules of the decision tree. Their method forms the basis of our recognition method which we have extended in several directions.
In the CRG method an attributed graph G(P, &,U, B) is built from a pre-segmented image. Although the method is not restricted to regions, e.g. stroke-based features could be used, region segmentation is used almost exclusively we have extended the system to deal with polymorphic components. The PAG graph G consists of a set of nodes which represent the set of parts P of the image. These parts are connected by a set of edges E which represent relations between the parts. To avoid the exponential number of edges in a fully connected graph only edges between neighboring parts or parts within a certain distance are included. We present an improvement for the neighboring relation, in this case, based upon part similarity. Each part pi E P is attributed by a unary feature vector ui E U with a predetermined number of features, each edge ei,j E E is attributed by a binary feature vector bi,j E B whose features are computed from the parts pi and p j (i # j ) . The feature vectors ui and bi,j form the unary and binary feature spaces U and B respectively. In the learning phase the problem is to learn to classify a part pi into the correct class C ( p i ) . The training examples are presented separately and sequentially in a supervised batch learning fashion. We are developing an incremental learning method to replace this.
The CRG method works by first classifying all unary features from all parts, of all views and all object classes into a unary feature space U. This feature space is then clustered Once the graph model of the object to be recognized has been constructed it must be "matched' against those in the database to determine the class in which it should be classified. One method of matching graph based models would be to determine the relational distance metric between the models. Even with the new algorithms [3] developed for parallel computers, unlabeled attributed graph matching is a computationally expensive process, with the general prob-
the object graphs against the model graphs, i.e. to to find subgraph isomorphisms, short part paths through the graph are matched. An evidence accumulation technique is used where a large number (dependent upon the object but typically in the range of 50 -100) of small (typically 3 to 5 nodes in length) paths are extracted starting from each node in the objects graph representation and then matched against the generic model. Both the extraction and matching must be done correctly to ensure good results.
In recognition the goal is to correctly classify using the tree, the previously unseen objects with possibly occluded and missing parts. First a PAG graph similar to that used in the learning phase is constructed. In this graph all noncyclic paths up to a maximum length of the depth of the decision tree are generated and then classified using the decision tree. For each path an evidence vector with the probability that this path belongs to a particular class is computed. computed using the relative class frequencies for this branch of the The evidence vectors of all paths starting at some part p , determine its classification.
Part Paths -Where to look next?
The problem of label compatibility arises when an object has the same parts and features as a different object. When only unary features are used the problem is more readily apparent as many objects may have the same parts and unary features, for example objects consisting of different arrangements of similar circles and squares. The addition of relations between parts, that is binary features, adds structural context. In recognition without labeled parts one must exhaustively attempt all matchings between unary and binary relations. If the relations are encoded as in a PAG, then it becomes a problem of subgraph isomorphism between unlabeled graphs. It is possible to avoid this prohibitively expensive matching problem by encoding the binary relations between the parts during learning in such a way that only label compatible part paths, can be generated during both the learning and recognition stages.
This can be done by calculating the binary features only between neighboring parts of the same object while building the tree. The use of the neighboring relation as a constraint during both the training and recognition stages implicitly solves the label compatibility problem by assuring that any matched sequence must have arisen from a label compatible sequence. This solution is not sufficient since representative and therefor important sequences for recognition occur among non-neighboring parts scattered across the image.
The number of paths which can be considered in a view is (I"), where n is the number of parts in the view and 1 is the length of the path. For any given length 1 it is desir- able to choose a subset Ql of all n choose E paths, which is minimal but representative of the object. Without a priori knowledge this is not possible, so we must select a function which produces a set with cardinality somewhere between that of the ideal set and (I").
The neighborhood relation serves as one function to effectively limit the cardinality of Ql, but it does not achieve the other goal of selecting enough representative paths. If representative parts are separated by more than 1 neighbors then they will never be considered under this definition. As an example illustrating the need for the PCG Figure 2 shows that the marked parts (arm rests) are significant for identifying the class of bench, but are never considered when using a neighborhood function with a reasonable value of 1.
The Part Compatibility Graph
In a PAG graph G an edge ei,j is constructed between the parts pi and p j if the parts are neighbors. Neighborhoods are defined through either physical adjacency or, more generally, spatial proximity, e.g., parts within 10 pixels of each other. Other neighborhood definitions, for example Area Voronoi neighborhoods, are possible but all suffer from the 21 drawback that simply being a neighbor of another part is not necessarily a significant relation for recognition. In a PCG graph G, however, a graph edge et,j denotes a high similarity measure between parts p , and p 3 , that is, the similarity measure replaces distance as used in the PAG. To construct the PCG graph G, features consisting of a tuple containing the feature value, U, and a confidence value, c, ( v , c ) are computed for each part p , . Initially a seed part p , is selected based upon the high confidence value of its feature vector and the feature base is queried for other parts with similar values within a given radius of p,, these parts are then termed the selection set of part p,, S p 8 . The similarity between p , and each member of the set S,, is then calculated and those parts having high similarity values are inserted into the conditional expansion set of part p , , EP,. This process is repeated recursively for each member of the expansion set EP, until a preselected depth level is reached. At this point paths are pruned from the tree Tp, rooted at part p , and progressing through its expansion sets so that only those with the highest similarity values remain. The pruned tree is computed for each node of the PCG graph and the resulting forest of trees is combined in a straightforward manner to create the PCG graph.
The similarity measure used depends upon the nature and type of features used. In our examples we have used moment based features of regions with a simple similarity measure. In Figure 3 a PAG and two PCG with different similarity functions can be examined. The cardinality of the edge set 8 of the PCG graph is approximately 1/3 greater than that of a region adjacency graph. This increase in size is significant, growing from an approximately 1 : 2 ratio of nodes to edges in the region adjacency graph to 1 : 3 in the PCG graph.
Polymorphic Primitives
Most structural recognition methods (and representation formalisms) are based on a single type of primitive, e.g., straight line segments. Some approaches combine different primitive types of the same class of primitives, e.g., straight line segments are sometimes used in combination with circular arcs, both being contour-type primitives. The combination of different primitive classes, e.g., stroke-based and area-based primitives, adds another level of descriptive power. We refer to collections of structural primitives from different primitive classes as polymorphic.
Why are polymorphic primitives more powerful? First, because they increase the available alphabet and thus the number of unary features available for single-stage decisions, thereby reducing the combinatorial requirements and making recognition more efficient. Another advantage is that polymorphic primitives originate from separate and (largely) independent operators, such that they complement each other. In particular, this reduces the probability that crucial parts of an objects are not detected at the feature level and also makes the recognition process more general since the features are less biased towards a particular type of scene.
The CRG approach is based on a decision tree, in which decisions are based alternately on unary and binary relations along each path originating from the root of the tree. These relations between parts are pre-calculated for the object to be recognized. Assume we have generated a noncyclic part path S = (pl r p 2 , . . . , p k ) , where all the parts are from the same class. In order to classify S, a se-
all the parts are of the same class, the attributes and thus the decision domains are the same for all unary and binary rela-
and each cluster is assigned to one decision branch leaving node vi. We now consider the polymorphic case, where At each level of the CRG decision tree, clusters in the unary or binary attribute space are associated with tree UIPIILIIC;~. fit LIIG IUUL IIUUG VI LUG UGC, int: iniiiai U~C I S I U I I is based on the unary attributes of all parts. When different classes of parts are involved, we have no homogeneous attribute space that can be clustered in the conventional way, but the class attributes of the parts provide for a natural partitioning.
The basic decision structure we use is similar to the CRG During the learning phase, additional discrimination rules are introduced by creating sub-clusters within the (homogeneous) domain B,, .
Results and Conclusions
A small database of images' showing several instances of generic classes in typical poses, was used in an experiment to correctly recognize previously unseen instances and to reject unknown objects. The set exhibits real-world imaging problems such as shadowing and self occlusion, and the content, e.g. chairs, benches, and tables, was purposely selected to provide for a high degree of structural similarity between classes.
The chart shown in Figure 4 compares the original PAG neighborhood definition and the proposed PCG method. In order to better analyze the contribution of the new part path selection method, deliberately weakened features were used for the comparison. Nine objects, three from each class, were used for training and a previously unseen object of type chair was presented for recognition. The first row of Figure 4 gives the results for recognizing a previously learned object, both the PAG and the PCG classify it correctly with 100 percent confidence. The last row of the table shows the classification result for a type of object which does not match any previously learned class, here both methods are uncertain how to classify the object. The algorithm works as expected in these two cases, identifying a previously learned object and rejecting an object which is unlike any one previously learned. The middle row shows the reaction of the system to a previously unseen object of a class which it has learned. Using the PAG the system is able to classify it correctly with 86 percent confidence, and using the new PCG with 91 percent confidence. A new method, based upon the PCG, for creating part paths in the CRG method for structural object recognition was presented and evaluated. Initial experiments show this to be promising with an improvement in recognition performance for a small increase (from 1:2 to 1:3) in the nodeledge ratio of the graph representation. A formalism for combining evidence from polymorphic feature sets was elaborated. We are currently working on a new learning methodology which allows for incremental learning from a small number of examples to replace the current batch learning. In addition a much larger model base is being compiled.
